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Abstract 

With rising numbers of fully sequenced genomes the importance of comparative genom-
ics is constantly increasing. Although several software systems for genome comparison 
analyses do exist, their functionality and flexibility is still limited, compared to the mani-
fold possible applications. Therefore, we developed Genlight, a Client/Server based pro-
gram suite for large scale sequence analysis and comparative genomics. Genlight uses the 
object relational database system PostgreSQL together with a state of the art data repre-
sentation and a distributed execution approach for large scale analysis tasks. The system 
includes a wide variety of comparison and sequence manipulation methods and supports 
the management of nucleotide sequences as well as protein sequences. The comparison 
methods are complemented by a large variety of visualization methods for the assessment 
of the generated results. In order to demonstrate the suitability of the system for the 
treatment of biological questions, Genlight was used to identify potential drug and vac-
cine targets of the pathogen Helicobacter pylori. 
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Introduction 

A major key for the discovery of molecular mechanisms necessary for the machinery of an 
organism is the field of comparative genomics [1,2]. Moreover, genome comparison is an 
excellent method for target finding in the drug discovery process [3]. By April 2004 142 bac-
terial, 18 archaeal, and 26 eukaryal genomes were completed and not less than 490 prokary-
otic and 415 eukaryotic genome sequencing projects are underway (Genomes OnLine Data-
base) [4].  

With increasing numbers of complete genome sequences, tasks are shifting from single gene 
to complete genome or proteome analyses, and many new questions regarding similarities and 
differences between the sequenced organisms arise in multiple genome comparison ap-
proaches. One of these new, challenging questions is the differentiation between species spe-
cific and common genes [5,6]. This is one of the fundamental questions in the target-based 
approach, for example in the development of either narrow-spectrum or broad-spectrum anti-
biotics. Differential comparative genomics, especially in combination with motif analyses, 
has proven to be a powerful approach for the screening of new drug targets [7]. However, the 
number and flexibility of systems in the field, suited for this approach, is limited. Although 
the integration of various bioinformatics methods and automated sequence homology 
searches are widely used techniques in genome annotation systems, such as Magpie [8,9], 
PEDANT [10], and GenDB [11], only three systems exist, that support automated differential 
genome analyses: FindTarget [12], Difftool [13], and Seebugs [14]. All three systems are 
very limited in the available comparison methods. 

In this article we present Genlight, a versatile and powerful software system to address a wide 
spectrum of tasks in genome scale sequence analysis, with a special focus on differential 
comparative genome analysis. The system is designed for (i) the discovery of potential new 
drug targets by comparative genome analysis, (ii) automatic genomic scale analyses in rea-
sonable time, without the need for specialized hardware or large and expensive cluster sys-
tems, (iii) the integration of various bioinformatics analysis methods, whose results are stored 
in a structured, reusable, and queryable way, and (iv) dynamic result presentation and visuali-
zation through an easy to use, but still flexible interface. The Genlight system is multi-user 
capable, suited for high-throughput analysis of biomolecular data, and connects the advan-
tages of an object relational database management system with a distributed client/server ap-
proach for large scale compute tasks and a powerful web interface. Besides the concepts of 
Genlight and its architecture, we present an exemplary scientific application of the Genlight 
system. 
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System architecture and functionality 

System architecture 

The Genlight system consists of four major parts as shown in Figure 1: (i) a web-based user 
interface for the communication with the system, (ii) the Genlight server, (iii) client compo-
nents to carry out various bioinformatics analysis tasks in an asynchronous way, and (iv) a 
database component for storing, modifying, and accessing data. The underlying relational 
database system allows easy access to the generated data, even from external applications 
using standard SQL queries. 

The structured storage and reusability of generated results is a critical point for the protocol 
based step by step modeling of more complex experiments/workflows [15]. In Genlight the 
re-use of derived results is a central concept. It is achieved with a set oriented data model 
with only two basic data structures: seq-sets and hit-sets. A seq-set is a collection of se-
quences of one type, either nucleic acid or protein. A hit-set is a set of sequence pairs, defined 
by a comparison operation between two seq-sets and its parameterization, e.g. the set of all 
sequence pairs detected by a homology search between two seq-sets. 
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Figure 1: A schematic view of the Genlight system architecture. 
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Genlight supports various operations that can be applied to hit-sets or seq-sets, where each 
operation results in a new seq-set or hit-set. A hit-set filter, which can be pre-defined or user 
defined, generates a new hit-set with sequence pairs satisfying the respective filter condition. 
Filters can be based on Boolean combinations of arbitrary attribute values stored in the hit-set 
e.g. method specific alignment scores or significance values. Sequence filters generate new 
seq-sets and extraction operations convert a hit-set to a new seq-set depending on specified 
criteria (see Table 1). This procedure follows the software engineering concept of composi-
tionality and allows an interactive step by step modeling of complex workflows as schemati-
cally drafted in Figure 2. With Genlight it is therefore possible to compare two, three or even 
more genomes to each other. Using a combination of filters and extraction operations three 
proteomes, for instance proteomes A, B, and C, can be easily screened for proteins common 
to the proteomes A and B but nonexistent in proteome C. Moreover, all possible intersections 
of A, B, and C can be calculated. Evidence of proteins with similar function can be defined 
by different homology search results (e. g. unidirectional best hits or bidirectional best hits), 
even generated by different homology search methods, like FASTA, BLAST or Smith-
Waterman.  Further on, the results of different sequence comparison methods can be com-
bined with Boolean operators. With this concept the results of different alignment methods 
can be taken into account as evidence factors for the detection of homologous genes and 
weaknesses in the heuristics of one single method, which result in a false negative detection 
of homologous sequences, can be balanced. 

 

Figure 2:  The set-oriented concept: Basic data structures and their compositionality 
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A project management, providing fundamental access control features, allows to store seq-
sets and hit-sets on a per-user basis. Frequently used seq-sets and hit-sets, like the GenBank 
database, the SpTrembl database, model organism comparisons, etc., can be made available 
system-wide. The administrative features are complemented by a quota system, which allows 
to assign resources on a per-user and per-method basis. It is therefore possible to restrict the 
number of seq-sets and hit-sets in a project or to limit the size of a seq-set in a comparison 
operation. 

Table 1: An excerpt of available operations on seq-sets and hit-sets 

Category Operation Result 

seq-set filters filter by domain/motif 
occurrence or compo-
sition 

All sequences with a specified motif or combination of motifs detected by screen-
ings vs. the integrated motif databases (e.g. .Pfam, TIGRfam, SMART or CDD). 
Evidence for motif occurrence can be defined by user/method specified cutoffs (E-
value, Alignment Score, percent-identity, etc.). 

 SCOP filter All sequences with user defined similarity to the structural classification of proteins 
(SCOP) classification hierarchy. Selection of sequences can be based on similarity 
to class, fold, superfamily, or family. 

 taxonomy based filter All sequences that belong to a given taxon (if taxonomy information is available). 

 filter by length All sequences that satisfy a sequence length constraint. 

 homology based 
filtering 

All sequences that have at least one homolog / no homolog in one or more user 
defined sequence sets. Evidence for homology can be determined by different 
sequence comparison methods. 

hit-set filters filter by attribute 
values 

All pairs satisfying the filter conditions. Stored attributes of a hit set entry are the 
alignment score, the bit score, the E-value, percent-identity, percent-positive, cover-
age rate, etc.) Filter condition can be a Boolean expression combining different 
attribute values. 

 best hit filter Selects the best hit from a hit-set depending on method specific rankings. 

 bidirectional best hit 
filter 

Selects bidirectional best (two way best) hit pairs depending on method specific 
rankings. 

 text pattern filter Selects all pairs that contain a given pattern (exact or regular expression) in the 
query/hit annotations. 

 full length filters Select all pairs with an aligned region length equal to the length of the query or hit 
sequence. 

extraction operations 
(convert a hit-set to a 
sequence-set) 

extract sequences with 
homologs 

Generates a new sequence-set containing sequences that have a homolog in one or 
multiple hit-sets. 

 extract sequences with 
NO homologs 

Generates a new sequence-set containing sequences that have no homolog in one or 
multiple hit-sets. 
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The interactive character of Genlight and its need to store calculated data on demand requires 
more complexity in the implementation of the data model than it is the case in systems with 
pre-calculated, static data. Genlight uses the ORDBMS PostgreSQL for data storage and ac-
cess, and makes use of its object oriented features. Seq-sets and hit-sets are stored in database 
tables, reflecting the method-specific attributes. Seq-sets or hit-sets, generated by import or 
through the application of one of the operations described above, generate a child table by 
inheritance from the method specific template table.  

This newly generated table, which can be seen as an instance of the templates, is then unam-
biguously referenced by a catalog table entry that stores additional parameters (e.g. generat-
ing method, parameterizations of the method, etc.). 

 

Figure 3: The web based User Interface: Visualization of the results of conserved motif screen-
ings in different databases for the 3-dehydroquinate synthase of S. cerevisiae, a typical multi 
domain protein. 
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The core of Genlight, i.e. the server and client components, is written in the C programming 
language and accesses the PostgreSQL ORDBMS through a database abstraction layer. This 
allows an easy adaptation to other database management systems. The web based user inter-
face is written in the server sided scripting language PHP and makes use of the GD graphics 
library for dynamic data visualization. Calculated results are presented in graphical as well as 
in textual/tabular form (see Figure 3 and 4). Genlight was developed and intensively tested on 
the Solaris operating system (Sun Inc.) as well as on Irix (SGI Inc.) and Linux. It should be 
easily portable to other UNIX systems. 

 

Figure 4: Screenshot showing graphical and colored textual representation of a FASTY align-
ment. Open reading frames (top, blue boxes) and the matching region in query and target se-
quences (bottom) are presented graphically. The corresponding textual alignment is shown at 
the bottom of the page. 

Integrated sequence analysis methods and databases 

Genlight can handle nucleotide and protein sequences. Almost all algorithms of the BLAST 
and FASTA family [16-19] as well as the traditional Smith-Waterman [20] algorithm are in-
tegrated (see Table 2). For the discovery of conserved sequence motifs, the following motif 
databases are integrated: Pfam [21], Tigrfam [22], Conserved Domain Database [23] and 
SMART [24] with their specific search routines hmmpfam [25] and rps-blast (reverse posi-
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tion specific blast). For the functional/structural classification of sequences the COG [26], 
KOG [27] and SCOP [28] databases are integrated. Moreover, Gene Ontologies (GOs) can be 
assigned by the system, inferred from the respective assignment of the integrated databases 
mentioned above. In addition, all sequence databases of any size, which are available in 
Fasta, Genbank or SwissProt format (e.g. Genbank, Swissprot or PIR) can be imported. These 
databases are handled as normal seq-sets and can be made available as a system-wide re-
source by the Genlight administrator. Analysis-specific pre-formatting of seq-sets is auto-
matically done by the system. This modular architecture of the system and the flexible data 
model allows the straightforward integration of new analysis methods. 

Table 2: Supported sequence analysis methods 

Method Explanation 

BLASTN Nucleotide Blast: Nucleotide query vs. nucleotide DB 

BLASTP Protein Blast: Protein query vs. protein DB 

BLASTX Translated nucleotide query vs. protein DB 

TBLASTN Protein query vs. translated nucleotide DB 

TBLASTX Translated query vs. translated nucleotide DB 

PSIBLAST Position specific iterated Blast: Protein query vs. protein DB 

FASTA Nucleotide query vs. nucleotide DB or protein query vs. protein DB 

FASTX/Y Nucleotide query vs. protein DB 

TFASTA Translated nucleotide query vs. translated nucleotide DB 

SSEARCH Smith-Waterman algorithm: Nucleotide query vs. nucleotide DB or protein query vs. 
protein DB 

RPS-BLAST Reverse position specific Blast: Protein query vs. CDD models 

HMMPFAM Hidden Markov Model based approach: Protein query vs. Pfam, TigrFam, or Smart 
models 

 

Large scale sequence analysis 

The comparison of whole genomes/proteomes or their use as query sets for searches in large 
databases like the Genbank-database or the SwissProt-database is a challenging and time con-
suming task. To compare, for instance, the mouse proteome to the human proteome by pair-
wise sequence comparison, approximately 41,000 (International Protein Index (IPI), February 
2004) single homology searches with programs like BLAST or FASTA versus the human 
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proteome set (42,000 entries, IPI, February 2004) have to be performed. To handle such com-
parison tasks in an interactive system, the individual comparison calculations have to be done 

 

Figure 5:  Scaling behavior of the distributed computing approach. Running times for a 
BLASTP comparison of the H. pylori J99 proteome (1487 proteins) and the SwissProt protein 
database (134803 sequences) depending on the number of used CPUs. 

asynchronously. Therefore, the Genlight server component contains a queuing mechanism for 
all analysis tasks. To process queued entries, the system has its own scheduling component, 
which allows a parallel, distributed execution of comparison jobs and can form a virtual clus-
ter system of regular workstations for high throughput analysis tasks. The two major strengths 
of this approach are the complete integration into one system and a high robustness of the 
system, achieved by methods to insure data integrity during distributed execution. Compute 
nodes can be added to the virtual cluster and deleted from the virtual cluster at any time, by 
starting or stopping the Genlight client component on a workstation. The virtual cluster is 
completely manageable from the web based user interface. Due to the flexibility of the virtual 
cluster it is possible to temporarily exclude departmental workstations during working hours, 
while using idle compute-power during the night. 
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Table 3: Running times for different comparison methods using the Genlight virtual cluster sys-
tem with 25 Sun Ultra SparcII CPUs on different workstations. 

Query Set DB Set Method Running time [hh:mm:ss] 

H. pylori H. influenzae BLASTP 00:00:32 

H. pylori V. cholerae PSIBLAST (10 itera-
tions) 00:03:22 

L. innocua L. monocytogenes BLASTN 00:00:27 

H. pylori CDD RPS-BLAST 00:03:41 

S. thyphimurium SCOP40 BLASTP 00:00:42 

S. cerevisiae A. thaliana BLASTP 00:03:48 

H. pylori Pfam HMMPFAM 04:41:33 

H. sapiens M. musculus BLASTP 02:17:30 

This approach scales very well. The overall running time is nearly inversely proportional to 
the number of CPUs used (see Figure 5). The system design allows comparisons of complete 
genomes or proteomes and of large public databases in relative short times. Even CPU inten-
sive tasks like Hidden Markov Model based approaches are processed in reasonable running 
times (see Table 3). 

Application – Identification of potential drug targets in Helicobacter 
pylori 

Helicobacter is a spiral shaped bacterium living in the stomach and duodenum of humans and 
in other mammalians [29]. Uncontrolled H. pylori infections are a major factor for duodenal 
ulcers, gastric ulcers, stomach cancer, and non-ulcer dyspepsia [30]. The sequencing of the H. 
pylori genome (strains H. pylori 26695 and H. pylori J99) offers the chance to develop highly 
specific treatments against H. pylori infections [31,32]. With the idea of minimizing toxicologi-
cal effects, a perfect target protein should have low similarity to eukaryotic proteins. The strat-
egy of this study was therefore to find all H. pylori proteins with low similarity to eukaryotes.   

The H. pylori J99 proteome (1,487 protein sequences) as published on the EBI-server 
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/proteome/index.html) was compared to eukaryotic proteome sets (see 
Table 4) using the system-integrated BLASTP [17] method. All proteomes were obtained from 
the EBI-server in March 2004. To extract the sequences of H. pylori proteins having no homo-
logues in any of the considered eukaryotic proteomes, an extraction filter for BLAST hit-sets 
was applied to the resulting hit-sets. For a stringent operation, the filter cutoff for the bit-score 
was set to bit score ≥ 30 (scoring matrix: BLOSUM62), and the minimum coverage rate, i.e. the 
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minimum sequence length covered by the matching pair, was set to zero. This setting results in 
the extraction of all sequences producing a hit in the eukaryotic sequence sets with a bit 
score < 30 regardless of a minimum overlap of both aligned sequences. The filter was used as 
negated filter because we were interested in H. pylori proteins with low similarity to eukaryo-
tes.  After this initial filtering step 226 H. pylori sequences remained. 

Table 4: EBI proteome sets used in the comparative analysis 

Organism Number of protein sequences 

H. sapiens (IPI) 43,426 

M. musculus (IPI) 40,742 

R. norvegicus (IPI) 33,028 

A. thaliana 26,192 

C. elegans 22,439 

D. melanogaster 16,106 

S. cerevisiae 6,195 

P. falciparum 5,257 

S. pombe 5,037 

E. cuniculli 1,908 

G. theta 451 

Total 200,781 

In a subsequent analysis step the remaining 226 protein sequences were screened for putative 
drug/vaccine targets using the system-integrated motif databases Pfam, Tigrfam, SMART and 
CDD. UreI, a well known putative drug target [33,34], which served as an internal control, 
was detected within this sequence set.  UreI encodes an activated urea channel enabling urea 
access to intrabacterial urease at acidic pH. UreI is necessary for survival of H. pylori at 
pH < 4.0 [35]. 

Table 5: PFAM accession numbers for protein families involved in cell cycle process in bacteria 

PFAM accession number Description 

pfam06160 Septation ring formation regulator, EzrA 

pfam07432 Histone H1-like protein Hc1 

pfam01098 Cell cycle protein  

pfam00493 MCM2/3/5 family  

pfam01189 NOL1/NOP2/sun family  

pfam03568 Peptidase family C50  

pfam07432 Histone H1-like protein Hc1  
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Vital processes, like the process of cell division, are of special interest for drug development. 
Proteins involved in these processes are quite often fundamental and therefore are putative drug 
targets. In order to find such putative targets the remaining 226 protein sequences were 
screened for several protein families involved in the cell cycle process in bacteria (see Table 5). 
This search resulted in a potential target, the cell division protein FtsW (pfam01098). FtsW is a 
polytopic membrane protein that is required for cell division in E. coli [36,37] and is present in 
virtually all bacteria having a peptidoglycan cell wall [38-40]. It is also discussed in the context 
of chemotherapeutic intervention of M. tuberculosis [41].  

Table 6: PFAM accession numbers for outer membrane protein families in bacteria 

PFAM accession number Description 

pfam02608 Basic membrane protein 

pfam01075 Glycosyltransferase family 9 (heptosyltransferase) 

pfam03865 Hemolysin activator HlyB 

pfam02264 LamB porin 

pfam04348 LppC putative lipoprotein  

pfam04170 Uncharacterized lipoprotein NlpE involved in copper resistance  

pfam02321 Outer membrane efflux protein  

pfam03922 OmpW family  

pfam04355 SmpA / OmlA family  

pfam04932 O-Antigen Polymerase  

pfam03895 YadA-like C-terminal region  

pfam05244 Brucella outer membrane protein 2  

pfam05818 Enterobacterial TraT complement resistance protein 

pfam05844 YopD protein  

pfam04728 Repeated sequence found in lipoprotein LPP 

pfam05101 Type IV secretory pathway, VirB3-like protein  

pfam06178 Oligogalacturonate-specific porin protein (KdgM)  

pfam06316 Enterobacterial Ail/Lom protein  

pfam06604 Bacterial outer membrane lipoprotein omp19 

pfam06864 Pilin accessory protein (PilO)  

pfam06901 RTX iron-regulated protein FrpC  

pfam07012 Curlin associated repeat  

pfam07017 Antimicrobial peptide resistance and lipid A acylation protein PagP  

pfam03549 Translocated intimin receptor (Tir) intimin-binding domain  

pfam07489 Translocated intimin receptor (Tir) C-terminus  

pfam07490 Translocated intimin receptor (Tir) N-terminus  

pfam00395 S-layer homology domain  

pfam03502 Nucleoside-specific channel-forming protein, Tsx  
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PFAM accession number Description 

pfam03503 Chlamydia cysteine-rich outer membrane protein 3 

pfam03504 Chlamydia cysteine-rich outer membrane protein 6 

pfam00267 Gram-negative porin  

pfam03518 Salmonella/Shigella invasin protein B  

pfam00691 OmpA family  

pfam01278 Omptin family  

pfam03573 outer membrane porin, OprD family 

pfam05137 Fimbrial assembly protein (PilN)  

pfam04972 Putative phospholipid-binding domain  

pfam04333 VacJ like lipoprotein  

pfam00263 Bacterial type II and III secretion system protein 

pfam01103 Surface antigen 

pfam01308 Chlamydia major outer membrane protein 

pfam01441 Lipoprotein 

pfam03349 Outer membrane protein transport protein (OMPP1/FadL/TodX) 

pfam04333 VacJ like lipoprotein 

pfam02521 Putative outer membrane protein 

pfam03077 putative vacuolating cytotoxin 

pfam01856 Outer membrane protein 

pfam02253 Phospholipase A1 

Surface proteins playing a role in pathogen-host interaction represent potential targets for vac-
cination [42]. To find such putative targets within the specific H. pylori proteins, the 226 pro-
tein sequences were analyzed for the appearance of surface exposed proteins using an 
hmmpfam screening versus the Pfam database (see Table 6). Thirteen potential outer membrane 
proteins were found in the screening (see Table 7). These proteins could serve as potential can-
didates for vaccination. As protein families PF02521 and PF01856 have been seeded with H. 
pylori sequences, their occurrence in the results seems to be clear. However, due to significant 
similarities to eukaryotic proteins some of the H. pylori proteins belonging to these families 
could have been dismissed in the initial filtering step. Indeed, only five out of seven proteins 
belonging to family PF02521 and only six out of thirty-six protein sequences belonging to fam-
ily PF1856 passed the filtering process. 

The detection of UreI, FtsW and outer membrane proteins clearly demonstrates the ability of 
Genlight to identify potential targets via the differential genome comparison approach. UreA, 
UreB, VacA and other well known pharmaceutical targets were abandoned in the initial filter-
ing step due to their significant similarity to eukaryotic proteins [43]. This finding is in accor-
dance to our strategy to detect only proteins with very low similarity to eukaryotic proteins. 
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Table 7: Outer membrane proteins of H. pylori with no homologs in eukaryotes. 

Pfam model 
accession 
Number 

Model annotation Matching 
H. pylori 
protein 

sequence

H. pylori sequence 
annotation 

E-Value Gene Ontol-
ogy Assign-

ments 

PF02253 Phospholipase A1. Phospholipase A1 
is a bacterial outer membrane bound 
acyl hydrolase with a broad substrate 
specifity 

Q9ZLX5 Putative phospholipase A1 2.8E-223 GO:0004620, 
GO:0006629, 
GO:0016020 

PF03349 Outer membrane protein transport 
protein (OMPP1/Fad/TodX) 

Q9ZL05 Putative outer membrane 
protein 

3.14E-10 GO:0009279 

PF02521 This family consists of putative outer 
membrane proteins from Helicobacter 
pylori (campylobacter pylori) 

Q9ZL61 Putative outer membrane 
protein 

2.21E-261 GO:0009279 

Q9ZM80 Putative outer membrane 
protein 

3.19E-301 GO:0009279 

Q9ZKT5 Putative outer membrane 
protein 

<1.0E-400 GO:0009279 

Q9ZK48 Putative outer membrane 
protein 

5.56E-278 GO:0009279 

 

Q9ZL55 Putative outer membrane 
protein 

<1.0E-400 GO:0009279 

PF01856 This family seems confined to Helico-
bacter pylori. It is predicted to be an 
outer membrane protein based on its 
pattern of alternating hydrophobic 
amino acids similar to porins 

Q9ZMI2 Putative outer membrane 
protein 

2.31E-94  

Q9ZLG6 Putative outer membrane 
protein 

6.16E-90  

Q9ZLD5 Outer membrane protein 6.60E-81  

Q9ZJ99 Putative 1.59E-50  

Q9ZLJ8 Putative outer membrane 
protein 

2.72E-42  

 

Q9ZJ82 Putative outer membrane 
protein 

3.82E-73  
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Conclusion 

Genlight is an extremely flexible system for comparative genomics. The underlying object rela-
tional database system together with the state of the art data representation allows to integrate 
various methods for the comparison of whole genomes or proteomes. In addition, the several 
different filters and operations which are predefined within the system, allow for a fast, easy, 
and user friendly post analysis of the generated results. The virtual cluster system guarantees 
reasonable running times even for the comparison of very large sequence-sets.  

As shown, Genlight is well suited to tackle biological questions like the identification of organ-
ism-specific proteins, which could serve as potential target proteins in the drug discovery proc-
ess. The integrated database lookup methods and the various data extraction and transformation 
methods, as well as the possibility to access the data even from applications outside Genlight, 
allow to characterize the identified nucleotide or protein sequences very rapidly. The high op-
eration speed of Genlight, already confirmed by benchmarks listed in Table 3, could again be 
verified with the H. pylori study. (The BLASTP jobs ran for 25 minutes on seven nodes of an 
SGI Origin 3200 (MIPS R12K, 400 MHz) machine and five SGI O2 (MIPS R12K, 300 MHz) 
machines. 

In principle, the approach of differential genome comparison exhibits several limitations which 
necessitate a careful interpretation of the results. Some of these limitations, such as distant gene 
relationship or multiple domain proteins can be addressed via the experienced usage of the 
software. Others, such as differential gene expression or uncertainties arising from incomplete 
genomes can only be addressed in subsequent in-depth analyses. Genlight’s facility for the in-
tegration of user defined filters and its integrated secondary databases (PFAM, TIGRFAM, 
SMART, CDD, KOG, COG, SCOP) can also support such in-depth analyses. 
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